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Action on Access

Gallagher's Action on Access solution allows an operator to configure a set of sophisticated
access rules. These rules can be used to automate when, where, and why a cardholder can
access an area.

Take action
By presenting a card or Mobile Connect credential at a

This solution controls when, where, and why a cardholder

nominated reader, access can be enabled or disabled (card,

can access an area, based on previous movements. It has

competency, or access group membership) immediately

been used in a wide range of customer sites including

or in the future. This provides the ability to set up

universities, hospitals, airports, prisons, mines, and

sophisticated access rules using simple actions.

commercial. It also provides a useful way to manage
temporary worker and contractor entry and time on site.

Enforce payment

Comply with safety standards

Enforce payment prior to exit

View induction material

Use case: A cardholder presents their credential at the
car park entry reader. Entry to the car park is granted and
the cardholder's competency is disabled, they can now
no longer exit the car park. After payment at the car park
terminal, the cardholder's competency is enabled. This
competency is required to exit the car park.

Use case: An employee traveling from a regional office to
head office must view the head office induction material
prior to entry.
The employee visits reception where they are shown the
site’s induction material. The receptionist then presents
the employee’s credential at a reader behind the desk,
allowing site access for the day.

Regular safety tests must be conducted
Use case: Upon successful completion of a hazardous
goods test, the test facilitator will enable access for three
months, by presenting the test applicant’s credential at a
reader. After three months, the employee must complete
Car park entry
granted. Exit
competency
disabled, after
5 minute grace
period.

Car park
exit granted

the test again, in order to get access.

Car park exit competency will change
state to enabled after payment

Reconcile billable hours
Use case: Use Action on Access to specify the period of
time a contractor can spend on site. This allows the site to
easily reconcile the contractor's billable hours.
The contractor arrives on site. They pass their credential to
the receptionist, who badges at the time and attendance
reader. Access has now been given for a specified period of
time, after which time the contractor will be unable to move
around the site.

Cardholder successfully
completes hazardous
goods test

Access granted
for three months

Reduce Risk

Protect people and assets

View daily hazards

Enforce quarantine protocols

Use case: To ensure the site's daily hazard information

Use case: An employee who has been in a quarantine

board is read, site access is allowed for the day, upon

zone, cannot enter the sterile zone until six hours has

presentation of a credential at the reader located near the

passed. The competency required to enter the sterile

hazards board.

zone is disabled upon exit from the quarantine zone and
will automatically re-enable in six hours’ time.

Identify employees prior to access
Use case: When an employee arrives on site they must
visit reception where the receptionist confirms the
identity of the employee and presents the employee’s
credential to a reader behind the desk, activating their
card and allowing site access for the day.

Know when access is being taken
Use case: A security manager presents an employee’s
credential at a reader behind a desk. This allows the
employee access to the key safe within the next 10
minutes, after which time the access expires.

Duty of care: Employee check-in
Use case: Check on your employees every few hours to
Sterile zone

Quarantine zone

ensure they are safe.
Employees at a major airport are required to check-in every
two hours, by presenting their credential at the area’s entry
reader. This will enable access around the area for two

After 6 hours in the
Quarantine zone access
can be granted to the
Sterile zone

hours, after which time they will need to request access
again.
If the employee fails to check-in, a notification is
automatically sent to the employee’s supervisor containing
the employee’s contact details, whereby the supervisor can
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check to ensure the safety of their staff.

